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By the New York Times bestselling author of The Bone Clocks and Cloud Atlas | Shortlisted for
the Man Booker Prize“A novel as accomplished as anything being written.”—
NewsweekNumber9Dream is the international literary sensation from a writer with astonishing
range and imaginative energy—an intoxicating ride through Tokyo’s dark underworlds and the
even more mysterious landscapes of our collective dreams.David Mitchell follows his eerily
precocious, globe-striding first novel, Ghostwritten, with a work that is in its way even more
ambitious. In outward form, Number9Dream is a Dickensian coming-of-age journey: Young
dreamer Eiji Miyake, from remote rural Japan, thrust out on his own by his sister’s death and his
mother’s breakdown, comes to Tokyo in pursuit of the father who abandoned him. Stumbling
around this strange, awesome city, he trips over and crosses—through a hidden destiny or just
monstrously bad luck—a number of its secret power centers. Suddenly, the riddle of his father’s
identity becomes just one of the increasingly urgent questions Eiji must answer. Why is the line
between the world of his experiences and the world of his dreams so blurry? Why do so many
horrible things keep happening to him? What is it about the number 9? To answer these
questions, and ultimately to come to terms with his inheritance, Eiji must somehow acquire an
insight into the workings of history and fate that would be rare in anyone, much less in a boy from
out of town with a price on his head and less than the cost of a Beatles disc to his name.Praise
for Number9Dream “Delirious—a grand blur of overwhelming sensation.”—Entertainment
Weekly “To call Mitchell’s book a simple quest novel . . is like calling Don DeLillo’s Underworld
the story of a missing baseball.”—The New York Times Book Review “Number9Dream, with its
propulsive energy, its Joycean eruption of language and playfulness, represents further
confirmation that David Mitchell should be counted among the top young novelists working
today.”—San Francisco Chronicle “Mitchell’s new novel has been described as a cross between
Don DeLillo and William Gibson, and although that’s a perfectly serviceable cocktail-party
formula, it doesn’t do justice to this odd, fitfully compelling work.”—The New Yorker “Leaping
with ease from surrealist fables to a teenage coming-of-age story and then spinning back to
Yakuza gangster battles and World War II–era kamikaze diaries, Mitchell is an aerial freestyle ski-
jumper of fiction. Somehow, after performing feats of literary gymnastics, he manages to stick
the landing.”—The Seattle Post-Intelligencer



Praise for Number9Dream“[David Mitchell] performs a feat of seamless literary ventriloquism by
utterly, and uncannily, inhabiting and anatomizing another culture. With his kaleidoscopic eyes
affixed to the pulse of modern Japan, Mitchell writes like a dream, the kind you don’t want to
end.” —San Francisco Chronicle“Funny, tender-hearted and horrifying, often all at once,
[Number9Dream ] refashions the rudiments of the coming-of-age novel into something
completely original.” —Newsweek“Mitchell’s new novel has been described as a cross between
Don DeLillo and William Gibson, and although that’s a perfectly serviceable cocktail-party
formula, it doesn’t do justice to this odd, fitfully compelling work.” —The New Yorker“Leaping
with ease from surrealist fables to a teenage coming-of-age story and then spinning back to
Yakuza gangster battles and World War II–era kamikaze diaries, Mitchell is an aerial freestyle ski-
jumper of fiction. Somehow, after performing feats of literary gymnastics, he manages to stick
the landing.”—The Seattle Post-Intelligencer“Mitchell’s stunning second novel is many things, all
of them wonderful: a literary tale that plumbs Raymond Chandler, an exploration of the urban
mindscape, a wide-eyed look at the world that’s not afraid to ask big questions. . . . Flexing his
considerable stylistic muscle, he plays with form while hewing true to a tightly plotted tale that
pulls you along, wondering where it will all end. . . . This is a terrific book.”—Booklist (starred
review)“David Mitchell melds fantasy and reality, past and present and hopes lost and found into
a story of a young man who searches for his father but who, instead, finds himself. . . . It is a trip
that those who love serious literary fiction ought not to miss.” —The Denver PostThis is a work of
fiction. All incidents and dialogue, and all characters with the exception of a few well-known
historical figures, are products of the author’s imagination and are not to be construed as real.
Any resemblance to persons living or dead is entirely coincidental. Where real-life historical
figures appear, the situations, incidents, and dialogues concerning those persons are entirely
fictional and are not intended to depict the actual events or to change the entirely fictional nature
of the work.2003 Random House Trade Paperback EditionCopyright © 2001 by David
MitchellAll rights reserved under International and Pan-American Copyright Conventions.
Published in the United States by Random House Trade Paperbacks, an imprint of The Random
House Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc., New York.RANDOM HOUSE
TRADE PAPERBACKS and colophon are trademarks of Random House, Inc.Library of
Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataMitchell, David (David Stephen)Number 9 dream: a
novel/David Mitchell.p. cm.rh_3.0_c0_r5Table of ContentsPraiseTitle PageCopyright
PageEpigraphone - PanOpticontwo - Lost Propertythree - Video GamesWelcome to Virtua
Sapiens [all rights reserved]four - Reclaimed Landfive - Study of TalesTHE ALL-
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Cardseight - The Language of Mountains Is RainnineDedicationAlso by David MitchellAbout the
AuthorIt is so much simpler to bury reality than it is to dispose of dreams.Don DeLillo,
AmericanaonePanOpticon“We are both busy people, so let’s cut the small talk. You already
know my name, or at least you knew it, once upon a time. Eiji Miyake. Yes, Ms. Kato, that Eiji
Miyake. Why am I here in Tokyo? Think about it. I am here to find out who my father is. And why



you, Ms. Kato? You know his name and you know his address. I never threaten anyone. But I am
telling you that you are going to give me the information I want. Right now.”Or something like that.
A galaxy of cream unribbons in my coffee cup, and the background chatter pulls into focus. My
very first morning in Tokyo, and already I am getting ahead of myself. Jupiter Cafe sloshes with
lunch-hour laughter, Friday plottings, clinking saucers. Drones bark into cell phones, she-drones
hitch up sagging voices to sound more feminine. Steam bears coffee, seafood rolls, detergent. I
have a fine across-the-street view of PanOpticon’s main entrance. Quite a sight, this zirconium
gothic skyscraper. Its upper floors are hidden by cloud, and so is the real Akiko Kato. City
weather is a mystery. Under its tight lid, Tokyo swelters at 34°C in 86 percent humidity—a big
PANASONIC display says so. Tokyo is too close up to see, sometimes. There are no distances
and everything is above your head—dentists, kindergartens, dance studios. Even the roads and
walkways are up on murky stilts. An evil-twin Venice with all the water drained away. Reflected
airplanes climb over mirrored buildings. I always thought Kagoshima was huge, but you could
lose it down a single side alley in Shinjuku. I light a cigarette—I am smoking Kools today, the
brand chosen by a biker with hair dyed blackcurrant in the line ahead of me—and watch the
traffic and passersby on the intersection between Omekaido Avenue and Kita Street. City office
drones, lip-pierced hairdressers, midday drunks. Nobody is standing still. Rivers, snowstorms,
traffic, bytes, generations, a thousand faces per minute. Back on Yakushima you might get a
thousand minutes per face. Crowds make me thoughtful. All these people have boxes of
memories labeled “Father,” “Dad,” “Pa.” Whatever. Photogenic pix, shots in poor light, scary
figures, tender poses, fuzzy angles, scratched negatives—it makes no difference. Unlike me,
they know who it was who ushered them into the world. Crowds make me too thoughtful.Ms.
Kato! Come down to Jupiter Cafe! It would be so much simpler. You drop by for a seafood roll
and a coffee; I recognize you instantly, of course, introduce myself, admit coyly that I was hoping
to bump into you here; we discuss the matter at hand—we are two grown-ups now— and you
will see that natural justice is on my side. I sigh aloud, and sense my neighbor hide him-or-
herself deeper behind his-or-her barrier of newspaper. How do you smuggle daydreams into
reality? My careful plan seems far-fetched. A building as vast as PanOpticon surely has many
other exits. It must have its own restaurants, to spare its employees the hassle of descending to
ground level. Who says you even eat lunch, Ms. Kato? Maybe your slaves bring you a human
heart to tide you over until suppertime. I entomb my Kool in the innards of its ancestors and
resolve to end my stakeout when I finish this coffee. Hear that, Akiko Kato? I am coming in to get
you.Three waitresses staff Jupiter Cafe this lunchtime. Waitress One— the boss—is a brittle
imperial dowager who poisoned her husband. Waitress Two, a corn-on-the-cob face with a
braying donkey voice, is Waitress One thirty years ago. Waitress Three is turned away right now,
but her hair is up and I can see she has the most perfect neck on Earth. I mean it. A syndicate of
love poets could not describe how smooth and curved this neck is. Soft as a peeled egg.
Dowager is telling Donkey— and half Jupiter Cafe by default—about her hairdresser’s latest
failed marriage. “When his wives don’t measure up to his fantasies, that’s when he tosses them



overboard.” She has an industrial-diamond voice. The waitress with the perfect neck is serving a
life sentence at the sink with a scrubber and sponge in lieu of a ball and chain. The atmosphere
is hostile in here. Are Dowager and Donkey cold-shouldering her, or is she cold-shouldering
them?Hot fog is now down to the ninth story of PanOpticon. I decide to calculate the number of
days I have lived. It comes to 7,286. I add four leap years. The clock says 12:51. Suddenly most
of the drones in the cafe get to their feet and flock away. Are they afraid that if one o’clock finds
them anywhere except their fluorescent-lit cubicles, their companies will have an ideal excuse to
Restructure them? I watch lots of them enter PanOpticon, and toy with the idea of coming back
tomorrow and stealing an ID tag. No. Simple is good. I strike PanOpticon today. At the stroke of
one o’clock. My coffee cup stands empty in its moat of slops. I admit I am nervous. Nervous is
cool. A recruitment officer for the Self-Defense Forces came to my high school—my old high
school, I should say—and said that no worthwhile fighting unit wants members who are immune
to fear. In combat, soldiers who are blind and brave inevitably get their platoon wiped out. An
effective soldier controls his fear, and uses it to sharpen his senses. It sounded so easy. Another
coffee, Eiji? No, thanks, Eiji, but I will smoke one final Kool. To sharpen my senses.I catch the
clock changing from 13:31 to 13:32. Yeah, I know, my deadline died. My ashtray brimmeth over. I
shake my box of Kools. Only two left. The fog is down to the sixth story. I imagine Akiko Kato
gazing through her air-conned executive-office-suite window—it is high, high up, above the fog
even, maybe. The sunshine is stellar up there. Can she sense me, as I sense her? Did she wake
up this morning knowing that today is one of those life-altering days? One final, final, final
cigarette before “nervous” becomes “spineless.” The only other customer in Jupiter Cafe who
has stayed as long as me is an old man. He is plugged into a vidboy. His fingers twitch as he
fires plasma bolts into the digital distance. He is identical to the ink-brush portrait of Lao Tzu in
my classics textbook. I mean it. Bald, nutty, bearded. Other customers arrive, order, pay, drink,
eat, use the bathroom, and go. Decades’ worth every quarter-hour. Only Lao Tzu and I endure.
The waitresses must be thinking my girlfriend has stood me up. Or that I am a psycho on the
prowl for a female to stalk. A Muzak version of “Imagine” comes on and John Lennon wakes up
in his tomb, appalled. It is sugary beyond belief, full of flowery flutes. Even the musical prostitutes
who recorded this horror hated it. Two pregnant women enter, order lemon tea, and discuss
what kinds of fathers their husbands will become. “Not ideal, maybe,” I want to lean over and tell
them, “but it could be worse. Want to hear my life story?” Lao Tzu coughs a cough of no return,
and dabs the phlegm off his vidboy screen. I drag smoke down deep and trickle it out through my
nostrils. I never expected Tokyo to be this dirty. It needs a good flooding to clean it up.
Mandolineering gondoliers punting down Ginza. “Mind you,” continues Dowager to Donkey, “his
wives are such grasping, mincing creatures! They want to play the la-di-da company president’s
wife. I tell my hairdresser this: When you search for a spouse, pick somebody whose dreams are
exactly the same size as yours. But does he listen, the brainless ape? Of course not! What
would an old woman know about these things?” I inhale the foam from my new coffee. My cup
has lipstick traces. I construct a legal case to prove that touching the lipstick with my own lips



constitutes a kiss. That would increase my tally of kissed girls to three. Surely, less than the
national average for a young male of my years. I think I want to forget the first two girls. I know
they have already forgotten me. So I look around Jupiter Cafe for a suitable owner of painted lips.
I settle on the waitress with the living, wise, moonlit, viola neck. She is still working through the
mountain range of dirty cups and dishes. A tendril of hair has fallen loose. It tickles her nape.
Lucky hair! I try to compare the fuchsia color on the cup to her lips, but I cannot see her face
properly. My case is shaky. Besides, this lipstick is half-fused with the porcelain atoms. It might
have been washed many times. Jupiter Cafe is not the last word in luxury tea-houses. My
imagination is my worst enemy—no, that is not true, but the comfort it gives is never warmer than
tepid. The waitress is a sophisticated Tokyoite. She has enough rich, fashion-conscious, virile
admirers to fill a laptop computer. Case dismissed. Lao Tzu growls at his vidboy. “Damn, damn,
damn bioborgs! Every damn time!” I drink my dregs, put on my baseball cap, and stare at
PanOpticon. Time to locate my maker.PanOpticon’s lobby is as cavernous as the belly of some
futuristic robobehemoth. Which is a fair description of the whole PanOpticon organism, only
Tokyo moves around it instead of it needing to move around Tokyo. Arrows in the floorpads
sense my feet and guide me to a vacant reception booth. I fake boredom. Changes in heart rate
may trigger suspicion. A door hisses shut behind me. The blackness is subterranean. A tracer
scans me from head to toe, blipping over the bar code on my ID tag. An amber spotlight flicks
on, and my reflection stares back from the black glass. I certainly look the part. Overalls,
baseball cap, toolbox, clipboard. I adjust my hair and pretend to admire myself. “State your name
and business,” intones an ice-maiden voice. I wonder how human she is. These days computers
humanize and humans computerize and you never know. I pretend to lose my cool slightly, stare
at the ceiling, and act the overawed yokel. “Uh . . . Afternoon, madam. Ran Sogabe is my name. I
came to do the fish, see.”“Company?”“No, I came quite alone.”“What is the name of your
company? Your employer?” I hear irritation—excellent, my interviewer is only a human.“Finny
Friends, Inc.”“Finny Friends?”“Inc. Haven’t you seen our vidscreen ad? ‘If your finny friends are
feeling down, don’t despair, don’t you frown! A brand-new service is in town! If your—’ ”“Why are
you requesting access to PanOpticon?”I act puzzled. “I service fish for the Ministry of
Law.”“Which partners?”“Osugi and Kosugi.”“Osugi and Bosugi.”She is inexperienced. I check my
clipboard. “Right.” Let me in, Ice Maiden. Someone as dumb as me can’t be a threat to anyone.“I
am scanning some curious objects in your toolbox.”Now I act proud. “Newly imported from
Germany, madam, or might it be mademoiselle? May I present to you the ionic fluorocarb
popper! Doubtless a lady of your education is already well aware that the key to a successful
marine environment is pH stability. Finny Friends, Inc., is the first aquaculturist practice in Japan
to utilize this little wonder. If time permits, perhaps you would allow me to—”“Place your right
hand on the pad in front of you.”“I hope this is going to tickle.”“That is your left hand.”“Beg your
pardon.”A brief eternity passes before a green AUTHORIZED light blinks.“And your access
code?”Ice Maiden is thorough. I scrunch my eyes. “Let me see: 313-636-969.”“Your access code
is valid . . .” So it should be—I paid the finest freelance hacker in the city three months’ salary for



those nine digits. “. . . for the month of July. We are now in August.”That scuzzy bum hacker.
“Uh . . . weird.” I scratch my crotch to buy time. “That was the access number encoded and
received from”— I glance at my clipboard—“Ms. Akiko Kato. They don’t come much higher up
than her.”“Your access code is invalid.”I puff out my cheeks. “If you say so, if you say so. Pity,
though. When Ms. Kato wants to know why her Okinawan silverspines— priceless, for all intents
and purposes, now they are on the near-extinct list—are belly-up dead on the surface, I’ll just
have to refer her to you. Oh, well. What did you say your name was?” I pose with my pen.Ice
Maiden hardens. “Check your access codes and return tomorrow.”I shake my head, amused. “If
only saving silverspines from asphyxiation were that simple! Do you have any idea how many
finny friends I got on my turf? Obviously not. In the old days, we had more give and take, but now
we run to an hour-by-hour time frame. Even as I stand here I got ninety angelfish at the
Metropolitan gasping for a gill scour. Now. Your name? This is just so we don’t get sued and I am
not the one who loses my job.”Ice Maiden hesitates.“Look,” I say, “why not call Ms. Kato’s
secretary?”“I already did. You are expected tomorrow. Not today.”“Tomorrow?” I will electrocute
my freelance hacker, very slowly. “Of course I was expected tomorrow. But the Minister for Fish
issued an industry-wide warning last night. Aquatic gill-and-mouth ebola has entered the
country. The Cubans are to blame, apparently. The spores, traveling down air ducts, enter tanks,
lodge in brain tissue, and puff up the fish until they literally explode. Innards everywhere. The
scientists are working on a cure, but until then—”Ice Maiden finally cracks. “Ancillary
authorization granted, Mr. Sogabe. From this booth proceed to the elevator, which will take you
to the eighty-first floor. You must leave PanOpticon within sixty minutes, and follow the sensor
arrows at all times, or Security will not be held responsible for any injuries.”“Level eighty-one, Mr.
Sogabe,” announces the elevator. “I look forward to serving you again.” The doors open and for a
moment I think I am in a virtual rainforest. Pots, ferns, and plants half-conceal the reception desk.
An aviary of vidphones trills. A woman puts down a spray mister and peers at me from behind a
hyacinth as high as herself. “Security told me Mr. Sogabe was coming. Who are you?”“Let me
guess! Kazuyo? Kazuyo. Am I right?”“No. I’m Fubuki. But who—”“Ms. Fubuki! Of course! No
wonder Ran calls you his PanOpticon Delight!”“Who are you and what do you want?”I act a
young man driven by flattery failure into digging a deeper pit. “Uh, I’m Ran’s—I mean Mr.
Sogabe’s—apprentice. Joji. Don’t tell me he never mentioned me! I do Harajuku normally, but I’m
covering Mr. Sogabe’s Shinjuku clients too this month on account of his, uh . . .” I look left and
right, and whisper, “. . . genital malaria.”Her face falls. “I beg your pardon?”“Well, you can’t blame
him for not mentioning it, can you? Ongoing condition, I’m afraid. It flared up again last night. The
boss thinks it’s just a heavy cold, which is why Ran didn’t cancel his appointments. All hush-
hush!” I smile gingerly and glance around for obvious monitor-cams. None visible. I kneel, open
my toolbox with the lid blocking her view, and begin assembling my secret weapon. I have it
down to nine seconds. “Had a hell of a time getting in here, y’know. Computers have such
suspicious minds. Artificial intelligence? Artificial stupidity. Ms. Kato’s office is down this corridor,
I believe?”“Yes, but I have to ask you for a retinal scan. Standard procedure.”“I hope it tickles.”



Finished. I approach her desk with my hands behind my back and a stupid grin. “Where do I
look?”She rotates the eyescan at me. “Into this eyepiece.”“Ms. Fubuki. Is it true about the . . .” I
nod at her feet. “. . . y’know . . .”She replies crisply. “Is what true?”“Your eleventh toe.”“My eleventh
what?” The moment she looks at her feet I pepper her neck with enough instant-action
tranquilizer microdarts to knock out the entire United Korean Army. Her knees give and she
slumps conveniently into her chair, and forward onto her blotter. I make a witty pun in the manner
of James Bond for my own amusement.I knock three times. “Finny Friends, Inc., for Ms. Kato?”A
theatrical pause. A complex lock retracts. “Enter!” Checking that the corridor is free of witnesses,
I slip in. The actual lair of Akiko Kato matches the imagined one, except I was wrong about her
view being above the clouds. A checkered carpet, a wall of old-fashioned filing cabinets—
haven’t seen those in a while. Of course, a filing cabinet cannot be hacked however ingenious
your hacker. A wall of paintings too tasteful to trap the eye, a curved window of troubled fog.
Between twin half-moon sofas stands a spherical tank in which a cloud of Okinawan silverspines
haunts a coral-encrusted sunken battleship. Nine years have passed since I last saw Akiko Kato,
but she has not aged a single day. Doubtless she can afford the latest DNA reravelers from
certain Chinese labs. She glances up from her desk. Yes, her beauty is as cold and callous as
ever. “You are not the little fish man who usually comes.”I close the door, and with my left hand
turn the old-fashioned key— retained on the same security theory as the filing cabinets—and
pull out my gun with my right. “No, Ms. Kato.” I have her full attention. “I am not a little fish man at
all.”“So what in hell’s name do you—”“We are both busy people, so why not cut the small talk? It
is a simple-enough matter. You already know my name, or at least you knew it, once upon a time.
Eiji Miyake. Yes, Ms. Kato, that Eiji Miyake. Why am I here in Tokyo? Think about it. I am here to
find out who my father is. And why you, Ms. Kato? You know his name and you know his
address. What? No, I never threaten anyone. But I am telling you that you are going to give me
the information I want, and right now—”Akiko Kato blinks once. An abrupt laugh. “Eiji Miyake?”“I
fail to see the funny side.”“Not Luke Skywalker? Not Zax Omega? Did you compose that spiel
yourself, to reduce me to awed obedience? Or did you steal it from a movie? One island boy
embarks on a perilous mission to discover the father he has never met. Well, Eiji Miyake, I’m
afraid you are going to discover what happens to island boys who leave their fantasies.” She
shakes her head in mock pity. “Even my closest friends call me the most poisonous lawyer in
Tokyo. What makes you think you can scare me into handing confidential client information over
to a child with a popgun?”“Give me your file on my father or you will see how dangerous a child
with a popgun can be.”“Are you threatening me?”I release the safety catch and move away from
the door. “I certainly hope so. Hands up where I can see them. Stand back from the desk. You
don’t want to make me jumpy. Not at this range.”“This nonsense has gone on too—”I fire, and her
intercomscreen explodes in a plastic supernova. The bullet ricochets off the assassin-proof
window and slashes into a picture of lurid sunflowers. Akiko Kato’s complexion finally turns
ashen, the way I want it. She walks over to the painting and hisses: “You gutter-bred, urine-
blooded infidel! My van Gogh! You are going to pay for that!”“More than you ever did, I am quite



sure. The file. Now.”“Security will be here in thirty seconds.”I allow myself a smile. “I have the
blueprints to your office. Spyproofed, soundproofed. No messages in, none out, except via your
intercomscreen, which is currently out of order. So stop blustering and give”—I level the gun at
her head—“me . . . the . . . file.”She is alarmingly unconcerned. “You should have spent your youth 
on your island picking oranges with your granny and your uncles.”“I won’t ask you again.”“It isn’t
going to happen. Your father has too much to lose. And so do I. If news of his whored brat—you,
that is—leaked out, red faces would be caused in higher places than you could ever dream of.
This is why we have a modest secrecy retainer agreement.”“So you are blackmailing your own
client.”“Blackmail is a strong word for someone still in search of the perfect zit cream. My
position as your father’s lawyer calls for discretion. Discretion is a precious commodity in this
city, and like all precious commodities—”“I am not leaving this office without the file.”“Then you
shall be here for a very, very long time. I would order us some coffee but you put a bullet through
my vidcom.”I don’t have time for this. I flick the switch from handgun mode back to tranquilizer.
Her forearm is exposed to the elbow—the long-dreaded Akiko Kato barely has time to register
the sting of the darts before she collapses where she stands, unconscious as the deep blue
sea.Speed is everything. I peel the Akiko Kato fingerpads over the Ran Sogabe ones, and
access her computer. The deeper computer files will be heavily passworded, but overriding the
locks on the filing cabinets is simple. MI for MIYAKE. I doubleclick: my name appears on the
menu. EIJI. Doubleclick. I hear a promising mechanical clunk and a drawer telescopes open
halfway down the wall, blocked by Akiko Kato’s prostrate body. I drag her onto one of the sofas—
not a pleasant task; I keep thinking she might come back to life. I put down my gun, pull out the
drawer as far as it will go, and leaf through the slim metallic carrier cases. MIYAKE—EIJI—
PATERNITY. The case shines pure gold.“Put that back.”Akiko Kato closes the door with her
ankle and levels a Zuvre .441 Lone Eagle at the spot between my eyebrows. Dumbly, I look at
the Akiko Kato still slumped on the sofa. The doorway Kato permits herself a satanic chuckle.
Rubies are set in the enamel of her teeth. “I see you have already met my bioborg. Well, I hope
you feel stupid. Because you are. Very. Our spy in Jupiter Cafe picked you up—the old man next
to you. His vidboy is an eyecam linked to PanOpticon’s combrain. I saw you coming. Tracked
your every tediously predictable move. Now. Lightly kick your popgun over the floor toward
me . . . that’s right . . . and kneel down. You don’t want to make me jumpy. Not at this range. A
Zuvre blast from here will scramble your face so badly your own parents wouldn’t recognize you.
But that was hardly their strong point, was it?”I guess I have ten seconds to live. “It was unwise of
you to handle an intruder without backup.”“Your father’s file is a sensitive issue.”“So, your bioborg
was telling the truth. Osugi and Bosugi don’t know you are blackmailing him.”“Why are you
worried about my professional ethics when you should be begging for your life?” I glance at my
gun, still on the floor halfway between us, letting my eyes linger a moment too long. She may be
a professional blackmailer but she is an amateur hit man—she falls for my ploy and lunges at the
gun. Her eyes are away from me for only a moment but that is all I need to aim the carrier case in
my arms at her and flip open the switchclips without entering the disabling code. The lid-



mounted incandescent booby trap explodes in her face. She screams, I roll-dive, her Zuvre fires,
glass cracks. I spin, leap, boot her face, wrench her gun from her grip—it fires again. Her
fingernails drill into my wrist, I elbow her face, her heel crunches my nose, the Zuvre flies from
my hand, but finally I score a full-force blow to her head and follow up with a crushing upper-cut.
The real Akiko Kato lies motionless on her bioborg twin. I don’t think I killed her. Okinawan
silverspines thrash on the soaked carpet. Crunching glass, I retrieve the Zuvre—a much more
potent gun than my own— and the sealed file on my father, which I stuff into my overalls. I close
the door on the stain already spreading over the carpet. I stroll back toward the corridor,
whistling “Imagine.” That was the easy part. Now I have to get out of PanOpticon, and not by
means of a body bag.Ministry of Law drones fuss around the receptionist still slumped in her
rainforest. I summon the elevator, and show appropriately nongenuine concern while I wait. “Sick
Building Syndrome, my uncle calls it,” I say to nobody in particular. “It affects fish in the same
way.” I proceed to make myself invisible by boring anyone who may notice my presence. The
elevator arrives and an old medic barges out, tossing onlookers aside. “Space,” she growls, “I
must have space.” I slip into the elevator and the doors close on my crime.“Not so fast!”A
polished boot wedges itself between the closing doors. I consider blasting it away, but outside
Akiko Kato’s office spyproofing a single shot would alert Security. A guard muscles the doors
apart. He has the mass, nostrils, and hair of a minotaur. “Ground Zero, son? Me, too. Okay,
elevator, down we go.” Our descent begins. “So,” says Minotaur. “Are you an industrial spy, or
what?”Adrenaline and confusion swish through my bloodstream in strange ways.Minotaur keeps
a straight face. “You’re trying to make a quick get-away. That’s why you nearly took off my foot in
the door up there.”My laughter goes on too long. “Yep.” I rap my toolbox. “Full of top-secret data
on PanOpticon’s fish. Double agents, you know, the whole tankful.” My father’s file in my overalls
suddenly feels three times bulkier. “To be honest, I was afraid of the fainted receptionist. One
glimpse of blood and I’m a goner. I could never do your job.”Minotaur snorts. “Get used to
anything.” When the elevator doors finally open I say “After you,” even though he showed no sign
of letting me go first. The elevator is more polite. “Thank you, Guard Murasaki and Mr. Sogabe. I
look forward to serving you again.” Floorpad arrows return me to the security booth. I am sealed
in again. “Have you fully discharged your duties?”I beam for Ice Maiden. “I get you on the way in
and on the way out?”“Standard procedure.”“You call it standard, I call it the hand of destiny. Yes,
the silverspines are fully immunized now. You know, Finny Friends has been in business for
eighteen years and we can truthfully say we have never once lost a fish due to negligence. It is a
part of our standard procedure to conduct a postmortem on each and every ‘friend’ in our care,
and it is old age each and every time. Or client-sourced alcohol poisoning around the end-of-
year party season. I could tell you about it over dinner, perhaps?”“We have nothing whatever in
common.”“We are both carbon-based life-forms. That’s a big head start. We wouldn’t have to talk
about fish. We could talk about anything you like.”The pause chills as it lengthens. “Let’s talk
about why your toolbox contains a Zuvre .441 Lone Eagle.”How, oh how, could I have been so
stupid? “Absolutely impossible.”“A Zuvre .441 registered under the name . . . Akiko Kato.”“Oh!” I



laugh, setting down the toolbox, opening it up and taking out the offending item. “Do you mean
this Zuvre .441?”“I do mean that Zuvre .441, yes.”“I can explain. This is for—”I am not playing for
time. She is. The glass flowers with the first shot. Alarms scream. The glass mazes with the
second shot. Gas hisses above me. The glass cracks with the third shot. I sledgehammer my
body through. The lobby beyond is full of shouting and running and jaggedness and a thousand
flashing arrows. Men and women crouch, terrified. Guards’ boots pound. I glimpse Minotaur, a
dozen Minotaurs, a dozen dozen Minotaurs. “The man in the overalls,” I hear Ice Maiden say, “the
fish man!” I engage the double safety catch, set the Zuvre on continuous plasma fire, and lob it
at the onrushing squadron of guards. Three seconds doesn’t give me enough time to make the
entrance, and the explosion lifts me up and hurls me into the revolving doors with the force of a
typhoon and literally spins me down the steps outside. Chaos, smoke, and sprinkler water belch
from the PanOpticon lobby. Around me are dominoing traffic collisions and what any fugitive
from injustice needs most—panicking crowds. “A madman!” I rave. “Madman with grenades! Call
the cops! Call the helicopters! We need helicopters! Everywhere!” I hobble away down
Omekaido Avenue, past Jupiter Cafe—this will give Dowager and Donkey something to gossip
about, just look at them gawping. She is still at the sink. Her neck is still an oasis of soft calm in
this sandblasted world. I hurry into a Fukuya department store and head for Menswear.Thirty
minutes later I emerge in a sharp gray suit and a pair of John Lennon sunglasses. I hail a taxi
and ask the bioborg driver to take me to Kita Senju. I remove my father’s file from my brand-new
briefcase, and mentally record the moment for posterity. Upon this day, August 24, at 14:50, in
the back of an autotaxi rounding Yoyogi Park, under a sky murky as a teenage boy’s underfuton,
I, Eiji Miyake, less than twenty-four hours after my arrival in the metropolis of Tokyo, officially
bring to an end 7,290 days of ignorance and discover my father’s true identity. I imagine Anju on
the seat next to me, swinging her legs. “See?” I wave the file at her. “I promised I would. Now
we’ll know his name, his face, his house, who he is, what he is.” The taxi swerves to avoid a fleet
of ambulances and fire engines. “Open it then,” says Anju, “c’mon, bro, open it.” I slit open the
seal with my thumbnail.Far things feel near.Page 1.The air-reactive ink is already vanishing from
ghost-gray to absolute white.Lao Tzu growls at his vidboy. “Damn, damn, damn bioborgs! Every
damn time!” I drink my dregs, put on my baseball cap, and stare at PanOpticon. Time to locate
my maker. I limber up. “Say, Captain,” Lao Tzu croaks, “no chance of a spare cig in that box, is
there?” I show him the empty carton. He looks doleful. Well, I need some more anyway. I have a
stressful business meeting ahead. “Is there a machine in here?” “Over there.” He nods at a
cluster of potted plants. “You’ll find one hidden in the greenery. I smoke Carlton, as a rule.” I hunt
for the right change, but I have to break yet another thousand-yen note. Walk a hundred meters
in Tokyo, check your wallet, and you discover another thousand yen has mysteriously spent
itself. I mean it. I decide to order one last coffee before facing the real Akiko Kato. The adrenaline
forcefield generated by my last coffee is already dying away. I deploy my incredible powers of
telepathy. Hey! Waitress! You with the celestial neck! Take off your rubber gloves and come
serve me a coffee! My telepathy lets me down today—I get Dowager instead. This close up I



notice her nostrils are hairdryer-plug-compatible—two pinched slits. She nods when I thank her
for the drink, as if she is the customer, not me. How to Be a Tokyoite, Lesson 1: nonobligatory
thank-yous are weird. I walk back to my window seat, trying not to spill my coffee, sit down, open
my Carltons, and fail to coax a flame from my cheapo lighter. Lao Tzu slides me a box of
courtesy matches from a bar called Mitty’s. I light my cigarette—then his—as he is concentrating
on a new game. His fingers are crocodile-tough. He takes a deep drag, and sighs with a
gratitude only us smokers can understand. “Thanks a million, Captain. My son nags at me to
give up, but I tell him, ‘Hey, I’m dying anyway—who am I to interfere with nature?’ ” I make a
vague sympathy noise. Nothing prospers in Tokyo but pigeons, crows, rats, roaches, and
lawyers. I sugarize my coffee, rest my teaspoon on the meniscus, and sloooooowly dribble the
cream onto the bowl of the spoon. Pangaea rotates, floating unruptured before splitting into
subcontinents. Playing with coffee is the only pleasure I can afford in Tokyo. The first three
months’ rent on my capsule wiped out all the money I saved working for Uncle Orange and
Uncle Pachinko, leaving me with a chicken-and-egg problem: if I don’t work, I can’t stay in Tokyo
and look for my father; but if I work, when do I look for my father? Work. A slag-heap word that
blots out the sun. My two saleable talents are picking oranges and playing my guitar. I must be
five hundred kilometers from the nearest orange tree, and I have never, ever played my guitar for
anyone. Now I understand what fuels dronehood. This: you work or you drown in debt and the
underclass. Tokyo turns you into a bank balance with a carcass in tow. The size of this single
number dictates where the carcass may live, what it drives, how it dresses, who it sucks up to,
who it may date and marry, whether it cleans itself in a gutter or a Jacuzzi. If my landlord, the
honorable Buntaro Ogiso, stiffs me, I have no safety net. He doesn’t seem to be a con man, but
successful con men never do. When I meet my father—at most a couple of weeks away—I want
to prove I am standing on my own two feet, and that I am not looking for handouts. Dowager
heaves out a drama-queen sigh. “You mean to tell me this is the very last box of coffee
filters?”The waitress with the perfect neck nods.Donkey joins in. “The very last?”“The very, very
last,” my waitress confirms.Dowager shakes her head. “How can this possibly have
happened?”Donkey maneuvers. “Well, I sent the purchase order off on Thursday!”My waitress
shrugs. “Deliveries take three days.”Dowager clouds over. “I hope you aren’t trying to blame this
crisis on Eriko.”“And I hope you aren’t trying to blame me because I was the one to notice we are
going to run out of coffee filters by five o’clock. I just thought I should say something.” Stalemate.
“Look. Why don’t I take some petty cash and buy some more?”“I am the shift supervisor. I make
these decisions.”“I can’t go,” Eriko the Donkey whines. “I had my hair permed this morning. Any
minute now it’s going to rain buckets.”Dowager turns back to my waitress. “Go and buy a box of
filters. There’s a supplier right next to the subway entrance, behind the clock.” She pings the
register open and removes a five-thousand-yen note. “Keep the receipt, and bring back the exact
change, or you’ll ruin my bookkeeping.” My waitress removes her rubber gloves and apron, takes
an umbrella, puts the note in her purse—actually, she has a boy’s wallet—and leaves without
another word. Dowager squints after her, as if taking aim down a telescopic lens. “That young



miss has an attitude problem.”Donkey tuts. “Those rubber gloves! She thinks she’s a hand-
cream model.”“Students today are too coddled. What is it she studies, anyway?”“Snobology.”I
watch her wait at the light to cross Omekaido Avenue. This Tokyo weather is extraplanetary.
Outside is still oven-hot, but a dark roof of cloud is ready to buckle under the weight of rain at
any moment. The pedestrians waiting on the island in the middle of Kita Street sense it. The two
young women taking in the sandwich board outside Nero’s Pizza Emporium sense it. The
battalions of the elderly sense it. Hemlock, nightingales, E minor—thunnnnnnnnnder! Belly-
flopping thunnnnnnnnnder, twanging a loose bass. Anju loved thunder, our birthday, treetops,
the sea, and me. Her goblin grin flashed when it thundered. Raindrops are heard—shhhhhhhhh
—before raindrops are seen—shhhhhhhhh—quivering ghost leaves—dappling the pavements,
smacking car roofs, drumming tarpaulins. My waitress opens up a big blue, red, and yellow
umbrella. The light turns green and the pedestrians dash for cover, sheltering under ineffective
tents of jackets or newspapers. “Our poor hand-cream model will get drenched,” says Donkey,
with a concern that wouldn’t fool anyone. The downpour erases the far side of Omekaido
Avenue. “Drenched or undrenched, we need coffee filters,” replies Dowager. My waitress
disappears. I hope she finds somewhere dry. Jupiter Cafe fills with holiday refugees being nice
to one another. Lightning zickers, and the lights dip in counterpoint. The refugees all go
“Wooooooooo!” I help myself to a match and light another Carlton. It would be stupid to confront
Akiko Kato until after this storm passes. Dripping in her office I would be about as formidable as
a drowning gerbil. Lao Tzu chuckles, chokes, and gasps for air. “My, my, I ain’t seen rain like this
since 1971. Must be the end of the world.”One hour later and the Kita Street–Omekaido Avenue
intersection is a churning confluence of rivers. The rain is incredible. Even on Yakushima, I
cannot remember rain quite this heavy. The holiday atmosphere has died, and the customers
are doom-laden. The floor of the Jupiter Cafe is, in fact, underwater; we are all sitting on stools,
counters, and tables. Outside, traffic stalls and begins to disappear under the foaming water. A
family of six huddles on a taxi roof. A baby wails and will not shut up. Group dynamics organize
the customers, and there is talk of moving to a higher floor, staying put, navy helicopters, El
Niño, tree-climbing, North Korean submarines abducting refugees. I smoke another Carlton and
say nothing: too many captains pilot the ship up the mountain. The taxi family is down to three.
Junk swirls by. Somebody has a radio, but can tune it to nothing beyond torrential static. The
flood level creeps up the window—now it is over halfway up. Submerged mailboxes, motorbikes,
traffic signals. A crocodile cruises up to the window and snoutbutts the glass. I wish somebody
would scream. Something is twitching in the corner of its mouth—a plump hand with an
engagement ring. The beast’s eye settles on me. I know that eye. The animal sidles away with a
twitch of its tail. “Tokyo, Tokyo,” cackles Lao Tzu. “If it ain’t fire, it’s earthquake. If it ain’t
earthquake, it’s bombs. If it ain’t bombs, it’s floods.” Dowager crows from her perch, “The time
has come to evacuate. Young mothers and babies second, senior ladies first, so get out of my
way.” “Evacuate to where?” asks a man in a dirty raincoat. “One step outside, the current’ll sweep
you clean past Guam!” Donkey calls from the safest place of all, the coffee-filter shelf. “Stay



inside and we’ll drown!” The pregnant woman touches her bump, and whispers, “Oh, no, not
now, not now.” A priest remembers his drinking problem and swigs from his hip flask. Lao Tzu
hums a sea shanty. The wailing baby will not shut up. I see an umbrella shoot down the fiercest
artery of the flood, a red, blue, and yellow umbrella, followed by my waitress, rising, falling,
flailing, and gasping! She needs me! I don’t think. I jump up on the window counter and unfasten
the top window, which is still above the water level. “Don’t do it,” chorus the refugees, “it’s certain
death!” I frisbee my baseball cap to Lao Tzu. “I’ll be back for this.” I kick off my sneakers, lever
myself through the window, and— —the torrent is a mythical force submerging and buoying me
at a cruel velocity. Lit by lightning, I recognize Tokyo Tower, in floodwater up to its navel. Lesser
buildings sink as I am swept by. The death toll must be in the millions. Only PanOpticon appears
safe, rising into the heart of the tornado. The sea slants and peaks, the wind howls a symphony
of the insane. Sometimes the waitress is close at hand, sometimes far away. Just when I don’t
think I can stay afloat any longer, I see her paddling toward me on her umbrella coracle. “Some
rescuer you turned out to be, Miyake,” she says, gripping my wrist. She glances behind me, and
unspeakable horror is reflected in her face. I turn around and see the gullet of the crocodile
closing in. I whip my hand out of hers and shove the umbrella away as hard as I can, turn
around, and face my death. “No! Eiji! No!” my waitress screams. I am strong and silent before my
nemesis. The crocodile rears and dives, its fat body feeding into the water until its tail vanishes.
Was it only trying to scare me?“Quick,” calls my waitress, but barbed teeth mesh my right foot
and yank me under. I pound the crocodile but I may as well be punching a mighty cedar. Down,
down, down, I kick and struggle in slow motion, but I only succeed in thickening the high-speed
clouds of blood spewing from my punctured calf. We reach the floor of the Pacific. It is heavily
urbanized—then I realize the crocodile has chosen to drown me outside Jupiter Cafe, proving
that reptiles have a sense of irony. The customers and refugees look on as if the crocodile and I
are a circus act. The storm must have passed, because everywhere is swimming-pool blue and
tap-dancing light and I swear I can hear “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds” playing. The crocodile
watches me with Akiko Kato eyes, suggesting that I see the funny side of having my bloated
corpse stowed in a lair and being snacked on over several weeks. I lighten as I weaken. I watch
Lao Tzu help himself to my final Carlton and doff my cap. Then he mimes stabbing himself in the
eye and points to the crocodile. A thought unsilts itself—yesterday my landlord gave me my keys
—the one for the storefront shutter is three inches long and might serve as a minidagger.
Twisting into striking range is no easy feat, but the crocodile is taking a nap, so it fails to notice
me fit the key between its eyelids and ram the sharp point home. Squeeze, squelch, squirt.
Crocodiles scream, even underwater. The jaws unclamp and the scaly terror of the salty deep
thrashes off in spirals. Lao Tzu mimes applause, but I have already gone three minutes without
air and the surface is impossibly distant. I kick feebly upward. Nitrogen fizzes in my brain.
Sluggishly I fly, and the ocean sings in ten thousand soprano chorus lines. Face submerged,
searching for me from the stone whale, is my waitress, loyal to the last, hair streaming in the
shallows. I and the girl with kaleidoscope eyes gaze longingly at each other, until, overcome by



the beauty of my own death, I sink in slow, sad circles.As a cord of scarlet sun picks the lock of
dawn, the priests of Yasukuni Shrine light my sandalwood funeral pyre. My funeral is the most
majestic within living memory. The whole nation is united in mourning. Traffic is diverted around
Kudanshita to allow the tens of thousands to come and pay their respects. The flames lick my
body. Ambassadors, my uncles, heads of state, Yoko Ono, all in black. My body blackens and
blazes. His Imperial Majesty wished to thank my parents, so here they are reunited for the first
time in nearly twenty years. The journalists ask them how they feel, but they are both too choked
with emotion to reply. I never wanted such an ostentatious ceremony, but, well, heroism is
heroism. My soul rises with my ashes and hovers among the television helicopters and pigeons.
I rest on the giant torii gate, wide enough to drive a battleship under, enjoying my new
perspective of human hearts.“I should never have abandoned those two,” thinks my mother.“I
should never have abandoned those three,” thinks my father.“I wonder if I can keep his deposit,”
thinks Buntaro Ogiso.“I never even asked him his name,” thinks my waitress.“I wish John were
here today,” thinks Yoko Ono. “He would write a requiem.”“Brat,” thinks Akiko Kato. “A lifelong
earner comes to a premature end.”It would be stupid to confront Akiko Kato until this storm
passes. Dripping in her office I would be about as formidable as a drowning gerbil. Lao Tzu
chuckles, chokes, and gasps for air. “My, my, I ain’t seen rain like this since 1971. Must be the
end of the world.” But no sooner has he spoken than the storm turns itself off at the main. The
pregnant women laugh. I think about their babies. During those nine aquamarsupial months,
what do babies think about? Gills, swamps, ocean trenches? When does thought begin? Do
sperm scheme against other sperm, the way commuters elbow ahead in the Tokyo rush hour?
Do the unborn know they are? At what age did Anju and I learn that the world is actually two: one
outside, and one inside, which we call “imagination”? A stupendous discovery, you would have
thought, but I have no memory of the day. For babies in wombs, imaginings must be reality. On
Omekaido Avenue, pedestrians peer upward from under umbrellas, awnings, and doorways,
checking the lack of rain with the backs of their hands. Umbrellas close. Clouds scroll offscreen.
Jupiter Cafe’s doors slide open and my waitress comes back, swinging a bag. “Took your time,”
Dowager thanks her. My waitress hands her the filters. “Next time I’ll do my very best to pick a
supermarket with shorter lines.” “Did you hear the thunder?” asks Donkey, and I suspect she is
not such a bitch really, just a weak person under the influence of Dowager, who does not like
camaraderie among her crew. “Of course she heard it! Everybody in Tokyo heard it! My Aunt
Otane heard it, and she’s been dead nine years.” My money says Dowager tampered with the life
insurance and shoved Aunt Otane down a very long flight of highly polished stairs. “The receipt?
The change?” My waitress stows her umbrella away and gives Dowager the receipt and coins.
She has an invisible irony field cloaking her, which intercepts and destroys incoming attacks.
The clock says 14:31. I bisect an almond flake with my thumbnail and draw pentagrams in the
ashtray with a toothpick. Here is an unpleasant thought: How do I know Akiko Kato is actually
working in PanOpticon today? Suppose I barge past her secretary, flaming with righteousness,
only to arrive at her desk to find a “Back Thursday” Post-it note stuck to her computer monitor? I



would look like a complete idiot. The entire office would remember me and laugh at me. In my
wallet I carry Ms. Kato’s card, which I borrowed from my grandmother’s fireproof box when I was
eleven. I had intended to study voodoo and use it as a totem. AKIKO KATO, ATTORNEY, OSUGI
& BOSUGI. I make a deal with myself. I will order an iced coffee, smoke one final Carlton: and
then I call. There. If Akiko Kato answers the phone I will go straight over. So I wait until my
waitress is at the counter, and go up to place my order with her. She is about to meet my eyes,
when Dowager growls “Dishes!” and my girl goes back to the sink. “Refills aren’t free,” Dowager
tells me. I cannot change my mind now, even if I am in danger of needing a caffeine detox
program. “Uh . . . I know. An iced coffee, please.” I am served brusquely, and wait until the
bioborgs kill Lao Tzu. I swap a Carlton for a match, and devise a telephone strategy brilliant
enough to reduce hardened Tokyo PAs to putty.“Good afternoon, Osugi and Bosugi, how may I
help you?”I inject my voice with its maximum authority. “Ye-es”—My voice squeaks as though my
balls are still in puberty free fall. I blush—I am nearly twenty!—fake a cough, and restart three
octaves below. “I would like to ask if Ms. Akiko Kato is in the office.”“Do you want to speak with
her?”“No, I would like to, I mean, yes, please, thank you, I would like to.”“To what, sir?”“Uh . . . to
speak with her.”“May I ask who’s calling?”“I am a, uh, business associate. A professional one.”“I
see, and do you conduct your business anonymously or do you have a name people can call
you by?”I am sweating. “I have a name.”“I can’t put you through to Ms. Kato without a
name.”“Taro Tanaka.” The duddest of all dud names.“Taro Tanaka. And your call would be
concerning . . . ?”“Uh . . .”“Hello? Is anyone there?”“Yes. Sorry?”“Mr. Tanaka, I asked you why you
want to speak with Ms. Kato.”“Oh, I see. Sorry. Uh, it’s a confidential matter.”“Of course, but what
do you wish to discuss with Ms. Kato?”“Uh . . . legal matters.”“Naturally, Mr. Tanaka. Well. Ms.
Kato is with the senior partners at the moment, and can’t come to the phone. If I could take down
your number, company, and a rough outline of your business, I can ask Ms. Kato to return your
call later today, or maybe tomorrow. Or possibly the day after.”“Naturally, uh,
yes.”“So?”“Uh . . .”“Mr. Tanaka?”I fall, drown, whatever, and hang up.A C or a D, but not quite an
automatic fail. I found out that Akiko Kato is in her PanOpticon lair. As I sit here jingling the
icebergs in my coffee glass they fuse, clink. I pour in the twin juglets of syrup and cream, and
watch them swirl and bleed. If I were Zax Omega I could antigrav up to your office window in a
few seconds. That would get your attention quickly enough. Do you daydream about meeting
me? How do I appear in your daydreams? The pregnant women are talking about the agony of
childbirth. I learn that male doctors never administer anesthetic because they believe the pain
strengthens the mother-baby bond. I learn that their friend was told by her husband to drive
herself to the hospital when her labor pains began, because he had to play golf with his boss.
My waitress is doing a tour of the tables, emptying ashtrays into a bucket. Come this way, I order
her telepathically, empty mine. Mine is the only ashtray in the entire cafe she forgets. Dowager is
on the telephone, simpering sweetly. Donkey appears to have shrunk to a microscopic height
when I was looking away. A guy crossing Kita Street catches my attention: I swear I saw him
cross from the same point before I made the phone call. I focus on him, tracking his progress



among all the puddle hoppers. He waits for the green man. He crosses Omekaido Avenue and
waits for the green man. He recrosses Kita Street and waits for the green man. He recrosses
Omekaido Avenue and waits for the green man. I follow him for one, two, three more circuits.
What is his story? Is he a private detective, a bioborg, a lunatic brought out by the humidity? My
bladder tells me it will no longer be ignored. I walk to the toilet door and push, but the door
pushes back. I go back to my seat, embarrassed, and avert my eyes when the door opens, so
the occupant will not suspect me. This is how I lose my place to a submissive-looking high
school girl, who reemerges fifteen minutes later as a boob-tubed Neo-Tokyo wet dream. I race to
the door but lose—again—to a mother with a leg-crossing infant. “Emergency!” she giggles at
me, and slams the door in my face. My bladder shrieks at me that I am violating the terms of its
contract. I stay by the door this time and try to think of sand dunes. Toiletless Tokyo plays this
trick on you—to use a toilet you have to go into a cafe, where you have to buy a bladder-filling
drink, and so the endless cycle goes on. On Yakushima I just found a bush to piss behind. The
mother and kid finally come out and I hold my breath, fumble with the lock on the other side, and
dispose of my three coffees. I run out of breath, and have to breathe in. Urine, margarine,
chemical pine. Not so smelly, but I think better of wiping the rim. After washing my hands I
squeeze a blackhead, and my initial success persuades me to gamble on less profitable sites
until I resemble the victim of a flying-crab swarm. I try out my reflection from various angles. I, Eiji
Miyake, Experienced Tokyoite. Is my rugged Kyushu tan already pasting over? My reflection
plays the staring game: we tie, both looking away at the same time. An impatient knocking starts
up on the door. “Sorry, just coming!” I call. I ruffle back my gelled hair—extra-hard formula—and
worry at the lock until it opens.The knocker is Lao Tzu. “Thought you’d passed out in there,
Captain.” I mumble an apology for making him wait, and resolve to attack PanOpticon without
delay. Then one of those megaweird coincidences takes place. Cutting across the foreground
strides Akiko Kato herself, in the flesh, right here, right now, only five millimeters of glass and two
meters of air, max, separating us. In slo-mo she turns her head, looks straight at me, our eyes
meet, she looks away and carries on walking. First I am slugged by disbelief—my imagination
must be running away with me, right? Then I am slugged by belief. It was her. In my fantasy
earlier she had not aged: in reality she has, but even so, I know it was her, I know it. Lidded
cunning, aquiline nose, wintry beauty. Go, Miyake! Chase after her! Jupiter Cafe’s doors take an
age to open, then I am running in pursuit—Baseball cap, idiot!I dart back to Jupiter Cafe, bang
into a cyclist as we flounder in the mirroring veer-right-veer-left-veer-right trap, retrieve my cap,
and race to the crossing, where the green man is flashing already. After two hours or more in the
air-conned cafe my skin tingles, crackles, and pops in the dire afternoon heat. Akiko Kato—
wearing a lethally smart navy blue business suit—has made the far side, and I must either risk
the traffic turning and sprint across or else risk losing her before she enters PanOpticon. I sprint.
The donorcycles rev, the taxis nudge forward, the angry red man stands with his hands on his
hips, but I make the far bank without bouncing off a hood. I dodge upstream through the crowd,
clipping insults and dropping “Excuse me!”s. I am within hailing distance when she reaches the



revolving door of PanOpticon, but she ignores the entrance and continues walking toward
Shinjuku Station. Now I have the chance to catch her up and detain her, but I feel now that doing
so would make her less sympathetic to my cause. What woman would help a man who has been
blatantly stalking her? Worse still, what if she misunderstands before I can begin explaining?
What if she screams, “Rapist! Pervert! Help!” and a pack of Tokyoites turns on me? However, I
cannot just let her melt into the crowds either, not since this woman is the key to finding my
father. So I compromise for the time being, and just trail her, reminding myself that she does not
know the adult Eiji Miyake’s face. Yes, I should wait until she enters a shop or cafe or train
compartment, then I can position myself for an accidental encounter. I feel power, anxiety, and
weakness. She never turns around, not once. Why should she? We pass under a row of scraggly
trees, dripping dry. The afternoon is growing old: freed schoolgirls mill around cosmetics shops,
with sophisticated Tokyo bodies. I cannot believe I spent so long cooped up in that stuffy coffee
shop. Still, my stakeout finally paid off. I stay a steady ten meters behind Ms. Kato, focusing on
her navy blue–pinstriped shoulders. She gives off an aura. A jet in the blue. A damp underpass
takes us under rail tracks as a train passes. We emerge into dense sunshine on busy Yasukuni
Avenue, lined with plush bistros and cell-phone shops blaring intricate guitar riffs. I clang my shin
on a bicycle—following people in real life is not easy. The sun steam-irons the pavement and
gutter, rinsed air magnifies the heat, and sweat gums my T-shirt to my skin. Between a shop that
sells ninety-nine flavors of ice cream and a Belgian waffle shop, Akiko Kato turns and
disappears down a narrow side street. I hack through a jungle of housewives waiting outside a
Milanese boutique, and find myself in an alley that could be from a gangster movie: no sun, trash
cans on wheels, sooty canyon walls. My quarry stops outside what appears to be a cinema—not
a respectable one, not down here—and turns around to see if anyone is following her. She has
already seen me, so there is no point trying to hide. I glance at my watch and quicken my stride,
worriedly, lowering my baseball cap as I rush past her. I smell her perfume: rose-musk and high
treason. Rounding the next corner, I stop and peer back—she has already entered the building.
The Ganymede Cinema. I double back. Today’s film is not porn—it is a feature movie called,
oddly, PanOpticon. The poster shows only a row of screaming Russian dolls and tells me
nothing of what the story might be about. I hesitate. I want a cigarette, but I left my pack at
Jupiter Cafe, so I make do with a champagne candy. I have to decide now.The deserted lobby
swarms with psychedelic carpet. Where are all the customers? If this place showed Disney or
movies people have heard of, it would be packed. I fail to notice the step, trip, and nearly twist
my ankle. The walls are decorated in mildewed glitz and the air is heavy with neglect. A sorry
chandelier glows brownly. The woman in the ticket office puts her needlepoint embroidery down
with obvious annoyance. “Yes?”“This is, the, uh, Ganymede Cinema?”“No, this is the battleship
Yamato. What do you want?”“I’m a customer.”“Well, how nice for you.”“The, uh, movie. What is it
about?”She feeds a scarlet thread through a needle’s eye. “Can you see a sign on my desk that
says ‘Plot Synopses Sold Here’?”“I only—”“Can you see a sign on my desk that says ‘Plot
Synopses Sold Here’?”“No.”“Think really hard. Why is there no such sign?”Normally, I would just



leave, but I know Akiko Kato is in the auditorium. Meeting her here is perfect: “Excuse me, but
you wouldn’t by any chance be . . .” So I say, meekly enough considering, “One ticket,
please.”“Thousand yen.”“Is that the cheapest ticket?”She does not even deign to answer. I get a
note out of my wallet and say goodbye to my budget for the day. She hands me a square of
perforated silver paper the size of a chewing gum wrapper, which is exactly what it is. I follow a
sign reading: SCREEN THIS WAY. MANAGEMENT IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR ACCIDENTS
IN THE STAIRWELL. The steep stairs descend in short flights at right angles to the stairs ahead
and the stairs behind. Posters of previous presentations line the sweaty walls, but I cannot
recognize a single one: Dark as the Grave Wherein My Friend Is Laid. I expect each stairway to
be the last, but it never is. Is it getting warmer? Fahrenheit 451. In the event of fire, customers are
kindly requested to crispen without undue panic. The Life and Times of John Shade. I smell
bitter almonds. Suddenly there are no more stairs, but a woman with the bruised shaven skull of
a chemotherapy patient. When I meet her eyes, I experience a jolt: her sockets are void. I clear
my throat. “Hand it over,” she says, barely moving her lips, as if she is learning ventriloquism.“I
beg your, uh, pardon?”“Your ticket. My accursed sister sold you a ticket.”“Oh . . . here. I’ll put it in
your left—”So much for consideration for the blind. Her right hand darts out and she rips the
ticket in two. “Popcorn.”“I’ll, uh, give the popcorn a miss, thank you.”“What is wrong with my
popcorn?”“Nothing . . . I just don’t feel like any popcorn.”“So you are refusing to admit that you
dislike popcorn?”“I had a big lunch.”“I hate it when you lie to me.”“You must be mistaking me for
somebody else.”She shakes her head. “Mistakes never make it this far down.” “Okay, if it makes
you happier, I’ll buy some popcorn.”“There isn’t any.”I’m missing something. “Why did you offer to
sell me some?”“Your imagination has gotten the better of you.”This is getting irritating. Then I
have a thought. “Did the last lady buy any popcorn? She would have arrived here less than a
minute ago.”“If you have eyes to see, see, and stop wasting my time.” She stands aside and
holds open the curtain. The steep cinema auditorium has a population of exactly three. In the
front row I recognize Akiko Kato’s head and shoulders. A tall man sits beside her. In the center
aisle an elderly form sits twisted in a wheelchair, apparently dead. His head is unhinged
backwards, his jaw gapes, and he is motionless. I follow his gaze upward to the night sky painted
on the ceiling, but its constellations are none that Anju and I ever learned in our astronomy class.
I creep down the far aisle, hoping to stay unobserved by Akiko Kato and her companion. I have
an urge to eavesdrop before I introduce myself. Plus, if I approach her from the front I cannot
pretend to accidentally recognize her. A loud bang goes off from the projectionist’s room—either
a shotgun or an inexpertly opened bag of potato chips—and I drop down below a row of seats.
After some seconds, I reemerge. Neither of them turned around, I think. The lights fall fast as an
equatorial sunset—not that I would know—and the curtain squeaks up on a rectangle of
flickering light. An ad for a driving school starts without warning, complete with the YMCA song.
The ad is much older than me, or the school accepts only drivers who are of the 1970s
persuasion. Next comes an ad for a plastic surgeon called Apollo Shigenobu. He grafts
permanent grins onto women whose husbands, the surgeon promises, won’t recognize them—



or your money back! His nurses and customers join hands and sing about facial correction. I
enjoyed the “Coming Soon” trailers at the cinema in Kagoshima because it saved the expense of
watching the film, but in the Ganymede Cinema there are none. A titanium voice announces the
movie: PanOpticon, by an unpronounceable director, winner of a film festival in a city I could not
locate. No titles, no music. Straight in.In a monochrome wintry city an omnibus nudges its way
through nervous crowds. A middle-aged passenger watches the snow, wartime newspaper
vendors, policemen beating a black marketeer to bruised mush. Beyond a burnt skeletal bridge,
the omnibus shudders to a halt and the man asks the driver for directions. By way of reply he
receives a nod at the enormous sky-obscuring wall. The man walks over the frozen slush and
follows the base of this wall, past craters, gutted machines, and wild dogs. A hairy lunatic talks to
a fire in circular ruins. Finally the man comes to a low wooden door, where he must stoop to
knock. He waits. He knocks again. Nothing. Then he notices a tin can hanging from a length of
string—the string vanishes into the masonry of the giant wall. “Is anybody there?” The language
is hisses and crackles but the subtitles are Japanese. “I am Doctor Polonski. Warden Bentham is
expecting me. Is anybody there?” The doctor puts the can to his ear and hears drowning
submariners. The wooden door opens, apparently by itself, and the doctor enters, nearly tripping
over the very short man on the other side. “Toadling at your service, Doctor.” The croaky dwarf
unbows, and jangles the keys on his belt. “This way, if you will.” Snow underfoot is gravelly.
Incantations whirl, fade, and rise again. The two walk through a maze of uninhabited cages.
“This is where we keep the invisible men,” says Toadling, with a straight face. Guards are playing
cards. “Your destination, Doctor,” says Toadling, rapping on a door and pushing it open. “The
warden will see you without delay.”Doctor Polonski finds himself in a scruffy office. Distaste
shows through his professional demeanor for a moment: Warden Bentham is decrepit and
drunk. “Doctor.” The warden rubs his eyes. “How good of you to come. Take a seat. Do.”“Thank
you.” Doctor Polonski treads gingerly from floorboard to floorboard, half of which have been
removed, to the only free chair in the room, one designed for a nine-year-old. Warden Bentham
indicates a peanut in a tall glass of liquid. “I am penning a treatise on the behavior of various bar
snacks in brandy soda.”“Indeed?”The warden clicks a stopwatch and indicates a cluster of
bottles on a shelf. “What’s your poison, Doc?”“Not while I’m on duty. Thank you.”The warden
shrugs and empties the last drop of brandy into an eggcup. He drops the bottle between the
floorboards and cups his hands to his ears. Several seconds later come a distant tinkle and
scream. “Down the hatch, Doc.” Warden Bentham then drains his eggcup. “Dear Doc, permit me
to cut to the quack. The quick, I mean, the quick. The heart of the matter. Our own Doctor Koenig
was blown up by a land mine on Christmas Eve. His post has remained vacant ever since. I am
so frustrated by our War Cabinet—Oh, we had such high hopes for our reform institute. Our plan,
you know, was to watch our inmates as lovingly as the fathers most of them never had, and set
them free from the cages in their heads by empowering their imaginations. Such vision, we had!
All we get sent are looters and politicals. Why, I myself—”“Warden,” interrupts Doctor Polonski.
“The heart of the matter?”Warden Bentham nods, leans forward, and whispers: “The Voorman



Issue.”Polonski shifts on his tiny chair, carefully. He is afraid of joining the brandy bottle in the
abyss below. “Voorman? He is a prisoner here?”“Indeed, Doctor, indeed.”“And why is Voorman
an issue?”“He believes he is God.”The doctor looks interested for the first time. “God.”“Each to
his own, I know, but he has persuaded the prison population his delusion is the truth. We
isolated him, but to no avail. The chanting you may have heard earlier? The psalm of Voorman,
for the morning mass. I fear disturbances, Doctor Polonski. Revolts. Riots. I want you to examine
the man. Ascertain whether his madness is an act, or whether his tapirs truly run amok. If a
psychiatrist of your stature decides he is clinically insane, I can parcel him off to a military
asylum and we can all go home for tea and cupcakes.”Doctor Polonski considers. “Of what crime
was Voorman convicted?”The warden shrugs. “No idea.”“No idea?”“We burned all the files last
winter for fuel.”“You burned the files?”“During the cold snap, yes.”“But . . . how do you know when
to release the prisoners?”“Release?” The warden scans the labels on his remaining bottles. “The
prisoners? Doctor, if you weren’t already a shrink I’d ask you, ‘Are you out of your mind?’! How
could I feed my children if I let our prisoners go?”Akiko Kato glances behind her—I duck down.
At the end of the row a rat stands on its hind legs in the silvery screenlight. It twitches its nose at
me before climbing into the upholstery of an unsprung seat. “Well, Ms. Kato,” begins her
companion in an imperious voice, “I only hope you have summoned me from my committee for
an emergency as urgent as you claimed.”“An apparition appeared in Tokyo yesterday,
Minister.”“A ghost story. Please tell me there is more.”“The ghost was your son, Minister. Eiji
Miyake is here.”My father says nothing for the longest time.And I . . . uh, I . . .“Eiji is alive?”“Very
much alive, Minister. He is a vengeful spirit. He is looking for you.”“What does he want?
Money?”No! I nearly cry out. No, I will wait while Akiko Kato unwinds more rope I can use to
hang her later on. Soon.“Not money, Minister. Blood. There is no easy way to tell you all this . . .”
She makes it sound very easy indeed. “Your son is a crack addict. Salivating psychosis on two
legs. He has spent his teens in and out of juvenile detention centers. I have here an e-mail
swearing he will kill you for his stolen childhood.”My father reads the paper Kato unfolds. His
voice is weak. “Surely—”“And not only you, Minister. Here. He says he wants to make you watch
the destruction of your family. To make up for what happened to his sister.”Voorman sits cross-
legged on a wire bed-frame. He is straitjacketed. The cell is a palace of filth. “So, Mr.
Voorman . . .” A column of flies hovers above an iron bucket. Doctor Polonski paces over chunks
of fallen ceiling. “How long have you believed yourself to be God?”Voorman has a magnetic
voice. “Let me ask you the same question.”“I do not believe I am God.” The doctor steps on
something crunchy.“But you believe you are a psychiatrist.”“Correct.” The doctor scrapes a still-
twitching cockroach onto a half-brick. “I have been a psychiatrist since I graduated from medical
college, obtained my license, and began practicing my profession.”“I have been God since I
began practicing my profession.”The doctor leans against a desk to take notes. “Tell me a little
about what your profession involves. On a day-to-day basis.”“Postcreation maintenance, mostly,
Doctor.”“Of?”“Of the universe you inhabit. It is only nine days old, so you can imagine the
wrinkles that still need ironing out.”The lead of Polonski’s pencil breaks. “A considerable body of



evidence suggests that the universe is older than nine days.”“I know. I created the evidence
myself.”The doctor fishes in his pocket for a new pencil stub. “I am forty-five years of age, Mr.
Voorman. How do you account for my memories of my childhood?”“I created your memories
when I created you.”“So everything around us was born in your imagination?”“Precisely. You, this
prison, gooseberries, the Horsehead Nebula. And the fossils. The creationists are right, I’m
afraid, although they are wildly liberal in their estimates.”“That must add up to a considerable
workload.”“A workload greater than your pitiful hippocampus—no offense— could conceive. The
worst part is, if I stop imagining every last atom it will all go poof! Solipsist, Doctor, only has one
l.” Polonski frowns and changes the angle of his notebook. Voorman sighs. “I know you are
skeptical, Doctor. I made you that way. Perhaps I can propose an experiment to verify my
claims?”“What do you have in mind?”“Pure objective realism. Belgium.”“Belgium?”“I doubt
anyone will miss it. Do you?”My father is motionless. He has a full head of hair—I will never need
to worry about baldness. So, my father is a politician. This explains a lot. I hug myself in the
darkness. Now I am over the initial shock, today is turning delicious. Soon I will announce my
presence, and Akiko Kato will be exposed as a lying viper. Her cell phone trills—she gets it from
her handbag, snaps “Not now!” at the caller, and folds it away. “Look, Minister. The general
election is three weeks from tomorrow. Your face is going to be on every candidate board in the
city, and on television two or three times a day. This is not the time for you to keep a low profile. If
your son discovers your identity, your life will be in peril.”“If I could only meet Eiji, just once, and
reason with—”“He has a criminal record as long as your wife’s fur rack. And suppose he is
deterred from attacking you physically—just imagine the damage he could wreak if the media
got wind of this. ‘Abandoned Ministerial Love-Child Swears, “I want to kill my father!” ’ No,
Minister, we must practice damage limitation now.”My father sighs in the flickering dark. “What
do you suggest?”“Liquidation, of course.”My father quarter-turns. My nose! “Surely . . . not
violence?”Akiko Kato chooses her words with the utmost care. “I foresaw this day. Plans are in
place. Accidents happen easily in Tokyo, and I know people who know other people who
specialize in fortuitously timed accidents. Of course, their services do not come cheaply, but
precision and discretion never do.”I wait for my father’s reply.The Polonskis live in a third-floor
apartment in an old townhouse. Their dining room overlooks the bleak courtyard. Mrs. Polonski
has not slept properly since the bombings began. A convoy of tanks rumbles past. Mrs. Polonski
slices iron bread with a blunt knife. “Are you still fretting about that Boorman prisoner?”“Voorman.
Yes.”“That warden should be ashamed of himself. Piling more work on you, at a time like this. All
the paperwork will land on your desk, too, of course.”The doctor tilts the bowl of his spoon and
watches a shred of cabbage. “Oh, I’m not worried about the work. He is one of the most
intriguing cases I have ever had, to be honest. I have never met such extreme megalomania in
such a passive-aggressive. He is so soft-spoken.”“Is he mad, do you suppose?”“Well, he
promised to make Belgium disappear by this evening.”“That does not sound so passive.” Mrs.
Polonski tips the rest of the broth into her bowl. “Belgium is another prisoner, I take it?”Polonski
chews his bread absently. “Belgium.”Mrs. Polonski sips her broth. “Is Belgium a type of



cheese?”“Belgium the country. Between France and Holland. Belgium.”Mrs. Polonski is puzzled.
“An island?”The doctor smiles to cover his annoyance. “Bel-gi-um.”“Is this a joke, dear?”“You
know I never joke about my patients.”“Belgium.” Mrs. Polonski dislikes the word’s taste. “A shire of
Luxembourg?”Her husband sighs. “I cannot believe I married a woman who . . . look, bring me
my atlas.” The doctor turns to the general map of Europe and his face freezes. Between France
and Holland is a polygon of blue called the Walloon Lagoon. Polonski’s lips move but no sound
comes out. “This cannot be. This cannot be. This cannot be.”“I refuse to believe,” insists my
father, “that any son I fathered could commit murder, however unfortunate his upbringing may
have been. When your agent met Eiji, my son must have been provoked into saying the things
you claim he did. Or you are imagining the worst—”“I am a lawyer,” says Akiko Kato. “I am not
paid to imagine.”“I cannot rubber-stamp the death of my own son!”“Then you are rubber-
stamping the death of your legitimate family. He will not go away, Minister. He has a sack of
hatred instead of a heart.”My father squeezes his temples to help him think, the same way I do.
“May I ask you a direct question, Ms. Kato?”“You are the boss,” she replies in the tone of the
boss.“Is our privacy retention agreement a factor in your calculations?”Akiko Kato’s reply is swift
and sharp. “That is a dangerous insinuation.”“You must admit—”“I resent your insinuation so
much that the price of my silence is doubled.”My father nearly shouts: “Remember who you are
talking to!”“I am talking to a man with a kingdom to lose, Minister.”Suddenly, I know the time has
come to intervene. I stand up, two rows behind my father and this woman of poison and lies.
“Excuse me. I might be able to shed some light here.” They jump up. Akiko Kato is already
hissing: “What do you want and who are you?” I swallow my nerves and announce in a voice
loud enough to smother the movie: “We are all busy people, so let’s cut the small talk. You
already know my name, Ms. Kato, or at least you knew it, once upon a time. Eiji Miyake. Yes, Ms.
Kato, that Eiji Miyake. Why am I here in Tokyo? Think about it.” I turn to my father. He is already
analyzing the scene—a true, fearless diplomat. “Sir. It is an honor to meet you, at last. I have
waited all my life for this moment. Please do not worry. Your lawyer has spun an evil
deception . . .”Icicles fang the window of Voorman’s cell. Bombers drone by. Voorman’s eyelids
rise with imperceptible slowness. “Good morning, Doctor. You have been watching me for some
time. Will Belgium figure in your session notes today?” Polonski nods at the guard with the cattle
prod. “Leave us, please.” The doctor’s eyes are dark and baggy. With much wriggling in his
straitjacket, Voorman sits up on his bed. “You slept poorly last night, Doctor. Well, you will grow
accustomed to this.”The doctor opens his medical bag with professional calm.“Wicked
thoughts!” Voorman smacks his lips. “So I am not a lunatic or a malingerer, but a demon? A
demon from hell? What next? Am I to be exorcised?”Polonski scrutinizes the prisoner. “Do you
believe you should be?”“Any demon is just a human who possesses a sufficiently demonic
imagination.”Polonski sits down, opens his notebook, and produces his pencil. “Let us
suppose . . . just suppose . . . that you possess certain ‘powers.’ ”Voorman laughs until his bed
squeaks. “I rendered an entire country nonexistent, Doctor! What more evidence do you
need?”“Then what is God doing straitjacketed in the PanOpticon?”Voorman yawns in a well-fed



way. “Honolulu gets boring, Doctor. Golf is tedious when you can guarantee holes-in-one.
Existence starts to drag. I put myself into prison for the novelty value. I see prisons as open-cast
irony mines. Inmates are so much more appreciative than congregations. I get to meet people
like you, good doctor. Your brief is to prove me either a faker or a lunatic, yet you inadvertently
demonstrate my divinity.”“I am not a religious man, Mr. Voorman.”“I know, Doctor, I know. That is
why I chose you. Fear not, I bear glad tidings. We are going to change places. Your turn has
come to juggle time, gravity, waves, and particles. Your turn has come to sift through the dreck of
human endeavor for rare specks of originality. Your turn has come to count the falling sparrows
and the pillaged continents. I am going to meet your wife. She prays to me every night, you know,
after you have gone to bed. Most beseechingly. I intend to make her smile in a most involuntary
way. First I shall proceed to Warden Bentham’s office, partake of his brandy, and pronounce you
a madman of the first degree.”“You are a sick man, Mr. Voorman. The Belgian trick I cannot yet
—”Doctor Polonski appears to freeze in time.Voorman whistles a national anthem.The frame
jumps.The prisoner chokes, “What have you done?”The doctor flexes his new muscles and tries
out his new hands.“What have you done to me?”“If you won’t calm down and discuss things like
a rational adult—”“Put me back, you monster! You devil! Guards! Guards!”The doctor clips his
bag shut. “Keep an eye on the Taiwan Straits for me. Oh, and the Balkans. Hot spots.” The door
scrapes open, the guard enters, and the doctor shakes his head sadly. “I’m the real Doctor
Polonski!” shrieks the prisoner. “That abomination has stolen my body! He’s going to molest my
wife!” The cattle prod buzzes as the charge builds up. The doctor closes the door behind him.I
try out my reflection from various angles. I, Eiji Miyake, Experienced Tokyoite. Is my rugged
Kyushu tan already pasting over? My reflection plays the staring game: we tie, both looking away
at the same time. An impatient knocking starts up on the door. “Sorry, just coming!” I call. I ruffle
back my gelled hair—extra-hard formula—and worry at the lock until it opens. It is Lao Tzu. “Took
your time in there, Captain.” I apologize, and decide that the time to assault the real PanOpticon
has come. I will stop procrastinating. Straight after one last Carlton. I watch workmen on
scaffolding erect a giant TV screen against the flank of PanOpticon’s chromium neighbor. The
waitress with the perfect neck has finished her shift—the clock says 14:58—and has changed
out of her uniform. In her real life she wears a purple sweater and whitish jeans. How drop-dead
cool can a girl be and not burn a hole in this dimension? Dowager is giving her a talking-to about
something over by the cigarette machine when Donkey rings the help-me bell. My waitress
glances at the clock anxiously, feels her cell phone and turns toward me to speak into it, cupping
the mouth end. Her face lights up and I feel a cold blade of jealousy slip between my ribs. Before
I know it, I am choosing another brand of cigarettes. Of course eavesdropping is wrong and I
would never do it, but if I innocently overhear, who can blame me? “Yeah, yeah, yeah,” she is
saying, “let me speak to Nao, will you?” Naoki a boy or Naoko a girl? “I think I might be a little
late, so start without me.” Start what? “The rain was unbelievable, wasn’t it?” She practices piano
movements with her free hand. “Yes, I remember how to get there. No problem.” Get where?
Naoki’s house? “Room 162. I know we only have two weeks left, yes, but I could play it



blindfolded.” She looks at me looking at her and I remember I am supposed to be choosing
cigarettes. On an advertisement a legal-looking woman smokes Salem. “See you in twenty
minutes or so. Bye-bye.” She puts the phone in her shirt pocket and deliberately clears her throat.
“So, did you catch all of that, or would you like me to go over any bits you may have missed?” To
my horror I realize that she is talking to me. My blush is so hot I smell burning bacon. I look up at
her—I am still crouching, to extract my Salems from the machine. I search for words to defuse
her contempt while keeping my dignity intact. I say “Uh . . .” Her stare is a merciless death ray. I
stand up, but fail because my hand is trapped in the jaws of the cigarette machine’s dispensing
slot. I finally get my hand back and touch the leaves of the rubber plant. “Uh . . . I was wondering
if these plants were real, or, uh . . . artificial. Are. I mean.” Together, my waitress and I watch my
lie writhe in its final pathetic throes. There. Dead. “Some things are real,” says my waitress, “and
some things are fake. Some things are full of shit.” Dowager returns to resume her talk, I
cockroach back to my seat. I will shortly leave and run under a heavy truck, but I need a Salem
to steady my nerves before I do this. Lao Tzu returns, posturing his behind. “Eat big, shit big,
dream small. Say, Captain, no chance of a spare cig, is there? Just one?” I light a pair of Salems
with one match. The girl with the flawless neck has finally escaped Jupiter Cafe. She gazelles
over the puddles of Omekaido Avenue. I should have been honest just now, I should have said,
“Yes, I was eavesdropping. It was wrong, but you seem so fine and wholesome and true that I
had to find out more about you. Please excuse me. I will strive to be a good dog in the future.”
That would have made her smile, even. Too late now. One small lie and your credit is blown at
the credibility bank. Forget her. She is way out of your class, Miyake. She is a musician at a top
Tokyo university with a conductor boyfriend called Naoki. I am unemployed, and I managed to
graduate from high school only because of the usual sympathy vote from teachers. She is from a
good family and sleeps in a bedroom with real paintings and CD-ROM encyclopedias. Her
filmproducer father allows Naoki to sleep over at their Kamakura residence. Her father and Naoki
get on well. Naoki has money, talent, and immaculate teeth. You, Miyake, are not actually from a
family as such. You sleep in a capsule in Kita Senju with your guitar, and your teeth are not
exactly prize specimens of the art of the dentist. “What a beautiful young creature,” sighs Lao
Tzu, watching her disappear on the far side of the intersection. “If only I were your age, Captain,
if only . . .”
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Josh Mauthe, “Incredibly imaginative, ambitious, unpredictable, full of life, and just plain magical.
It hasn't taken long for David Mitchell to establish himself as one of my all-time favorite authors.
Heck, within a few minutes of starting Cloud Atlas, I knew I was reading something wholly unlike
anything else I'd ever read, and within an hour, I knew this was one of the most astonishing
pieces of writing I'd ever experience. And with each new book of his I read, I find myself more
and more in awe of his talent. The world-building and history of Thousand Autumns of Jacob de
Zoet, the intricate plotting of The Bone Clocks, the clever narration swerves of Ghostwritten, and
the surprisingly effective horror of Slade House - each one leaves me awed, and immersed in an
incredible world, and reluctant to leave, and even more convinced of Mitchell's greatness.And
now, I come to number9dream, convinced I'm finally starting to get a handle on Mitchell...only to
be surprised and floored and moved and impressed all over again.At first glance, it would be
easy to feel like this is less ambitious Mitchell. After all, there's only a single narrator this time, a
single through plotline, and largely a single setting. This is the story of Eije Miyake, a young
Japanese man who has ventured to Tokyo in an effort to discover who his father is. And as the
book opens, we start with Eije, about to head into a business he's been watching to uncover the
truth......and without warning, Mitchell starts letting this book evolve and transform in front of our
very eyes. Before we know it, this theoretically simple tale of parentage has become part action
movie, part storytelling exercise, part Yakuza gang war tale, part tender romance, part slice of
life, part World War II saga, part fantasy saga...and that's not even part of it. And all while he's
juggling all of these pieces, Mitchell keeps us moving, letting Eije's journey be the focus of the
book, not only narratively but, more importantly, emotionally.In lesser hands, number9dream
would be a mess. It's a picaresque, episodic novel taken to extremes, where every chapter could
easily be from a different work entirely. One chapter constantly devolves into daydreams without
us noticing, snaps back to reality, and then repeats the cycle; another turns into an insane, over-
the-top Yakuza gore film. One chapter may be a painful childhood memory; another becomes a
plunge into the world of computer hacking. Sometimes, we're immersed in the life in the back
offices of a Tokyo rail station; other times, we see the nightlife that wanders in and out of a video
store; still others, we find ourselves in imagined movie theaters, or reading books within our own
book. In short, it's much of the metafictional, twisty work that Mitchell loves, but all filtered
through a single perspective. But instead of being bewildering or exhausting, it all becomes a
joy, giving us a book that's incredibly unpredictable, bursting with life and ideas, evolving in front
of our eyes constantly, and all the while spinning a quietly moving saga out of all of these
individual events that alone could be whole novels unto themselves.In short, number9dream is
impossible to summarize, and to do so would be to rip away the joys of the book. As with all the
best novels, the joy here is the journey, not the destination, and every time I picked back up
number9dream, I lost myself in its intricate, rich, imaginative world, whether it was all real,
daydreamed, written, imagined, or just observed. I found myself deeply moved and engaged by



the sweet, subtle romance at the book's core, one that surprised me as it evolved and
developed. I loved the ongoing revelations about Eije's father and mother, which were more
grounded than I expected, but no less moving, and maybe even more so. I laughed at Mitchell's
audacity as the book spiraled in wild directions, only to drop them later, and the sheer richness
of his world, which is packed with more stories, voices, and ideas than some authors can
manage in a lifetime, much less one book.Is it flawless? It's almost flawless - can that count?
There's those final few paragraphs, which end the book in such an odd, discordant way, one that
left me a bit disappointed at both its abruptness and the unsatisfying way to end it all...and yet,
it's a choice Mitchell made, and one that's perhaps underlined by the book's final chapter, which
implies nothing if not our own choice as to what happens next. And maybe that's better than
anything he could ever write. Or maybe he'll catch up with Eije decades on down the road.
Whatever the case, number9dream is a joy, and yet another masterpiece from an author whose
works have yet to leave me anything but in awe.”

Dave the L, “Dense, Dreamy, David Mitchell Novel. David Mitchell continues to astonish me -
what a gifted writer! Sadly, I think I've read all of his books but one - I hope he remains prolific for
years to come.All that said, Number9Dream is not his best - a four-star David Mitchell will be the
most ambitious work of most other authors.I won't go into the plot - it's been covered by many
others here. In some respects it is a very simple story, but the atmosphere and side-plots add so
much texture. Eiji's character is consistently drawn, as are most of the other characters - they
seem fleshed out, fully formed real people. In some respects, though, it seem that Tokyo is the
main character. This is very much a book in its place.The book and the characters can be hard
to follow because Eiji's dreams are such an important part of it. In one of the chapters Eiji is
profoundly stoned, and Mitchell does a remarkable job of transferring that sensation to the
reader. He is a masterful writer.The end is somewhat jarring and a bit of a disappointment, not
exactly satisfying, but such is life, I guess.All in all a pretty wonderful book - not the masterpiece
of the 1000 Autumns of Jacob de Zoet (if you haven't read that, do so) but still well worth the
time invested.”

Frenchlaw, “A Flawed Early Work by a Leading Voice of his Generation. OK, so I was slow to
relate the book to the song. John Lennon without the Beatles was only John Lennon.
"Number9Dream" is the third David Mitchell book that I've read, and it won't be the last. I have
this gnawing feeling, though, that the book suffers from problems in editing, and for that reason
lacks the coherence of other seemingly disconnected works by the author that are in fact well
stitched together though not in a conventional way. The fantasy sequences don't always
connect, and when they seem to knock up against the tide of the book, it is disturbing. Some fit
in very well and leave the reader hanging and wanting more. Others I just didn't grasp. I suspect
that part of the difficulty is that I have yet to go back and listen to the eponymous song to fill in
the background information that I am missing.This is clearly an early work of a writer destined to



become a commanding voice of his generation. The roots of "Cloud Atlas" are evident to
someone who has read the later book first. The literary games in the more recent book are
delicious. I felt like I was on a zoom flume sliding and speeding through "Cloud Atlas".
"Number9Dream" is a bumpier ride. It is an important book in the Mitchell cannon precisely
because of its weaknesses. The seeds of greatness are clearly there. Even with the broken
sidewalk feeling that occasionally occurs as one trips through the "plot", it is a worthwhile,
intelligent and enjoyable read. I look forward to the latest novel, to be released next week. I
can't imagine the book that surpasses "Jacob de Zoet", one of the most gripping books that I
have ever read.Read them all.”

Ellen, “Likeable characters drew me in. I\The beginning of the book confused me at first, but
once I got into the second section, I was hooked. As Eiji's character developed, I became more
involved in the story. The Yakuza entanglement seemed a little far-fetched, and had me thinking
that maybe his father had a connection to them, too, but that was not to be. I have read several
other Mitchell novels, so I kept expecting the main characters to die...but the only one who did
was predictable. The ending was interesting. I thought perhaps I had missed something, but
after reading some other reviews, I see I did not.I enjoyed the use of repetition: waking up and
not knowing where he was, dreams, letters. I also liked the interconnectedness of the
characters, especially his work relations and friends. Even the Yakuza had some interesting
ties.To me, the novel is about search for meaning, which is as individual as the reviews of this
book. In the end, Eiji finds it, though not where he expected.With that in mind, the ending suits.”

sashaknits, “The biggest was not to waste your life chasing an imagined idea but to see .... This
book held some quite profound life lessons, delivered in Mitchell's usual intricate style. The
biggest was not to waste your life chasing an imagined idea but to see what's really there in front
of you.I definitely enjoyed the Japanese setting, although the seemingly Anglicised
colloquialisms and accents were a little jarring.As some other reviewers have noted, the
interlude in the middle with Goatwriter was a little strange and didn't really seem to add anything
of substance to the plot or the overall ambience, but it didn't particularly detract either.As usual,
Mitchell manages to take disparate threads that don't seem connected but which are all
compelling and at the end flip them into a beautiful pattern that you couldn't see during the story
because you were concentrating on the details, not seeing the big picture. Like a magic-eye
image, suddenly it pops into focus and you can see what you didn't realise you were looking for.”
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